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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to power saving mecha-
nisms in wireless networks, and in particular, to power
saving mechanism over a wireless network using energy
efficient scheduling for portable devices.

Brief Description of the Related Technology

[0002] A wireless network may comprise a plurality of
battery operated handheld devices including a mobile
phone, an MP3 player, a personal multimedia player
(PMP), a camcorder, a personal digital assistant (PDA),
etc. In such a battery operated handheld device, it is par-
amount to conserve power. In ad hoc mode operations
as shown in Figure 3, an MP3 player is downloading au-
dio/video (AV) data from a hard disk and a mobile phone
is uploading data (pictures) onto a PMP.
[0003] The IEEE 802.15.3 standard provides tech-
niques for extending the operation time of battery pow-
ered electronic devices that communicate over a wireless
network. The standard provides three major techniques
to enable the battery powered device to turn off for one
or more time periods: device synchronized power save
(DSPS) mode, piconet-synchronized power save
(PSPS) mode, and asynchronous power save (APS)
mode. In the piconet, which is a wireless ad hoc data
communication system that allows a plurality of data de-
vices to communicate with each other, the devices op-
erate in one of four power management (PM) modes:
ACTIVE mode, DSPS mode, PSPS mode, or APS mode.
[0004] PSPS mode allows the devices to sleep at in-
tervals defined by a piconet coordinator. The device
sends a request to the piconet coordinator. The piconet
coordinator then selects beacons that will be the system
wake beacons and indicates that the device will be set
to PSPS mode. All the devices in PSPS mode are re-
quired to listen for the system wake beacons.
[0005] DSPS mode is designed to enable groups of
devices to sleep for multiple superframes but still be able
to wake up during the same superframe. The devices
synchronize their sleep patterns by joining a DSPS set
which specifies the interval between wake periods for the
devices and the next time the devices will be awake. Be-
sides allowing the devices to wake up and exchange traf-
fic at the same time, the use of DSPS sets makes it easy
for other devices in the piconet to determine exactly when
a DSPS device will be available to receive traffic.
[0006] APS mode allows a device to conserve power
for extended periods until the device chooses to listen
for a beacon. The only responsibility of a device in APS
mode is to communicate with the piconet coordinator be-
fore the end of its association timeout period (ATP) in
order to preserve its membership in the piconet.

[0007] The piconet coordinator allocates asynchro-
nous channel time allocations (CTAs) to a destination
device that is in either PSPS mode or DSPS mode in the
wake superframes for that device.
[0008] Regardless of the device’s power management
mode, every device in the piconet is allowed to power
down during parts of the superframe when the device is
not scheduled to transmit or receive data.
[0009] Thus, techniques exist today that allows elec-
tronic devices that access a wireless communication net-
work to conserve as much battery power as possible.
[0010] US 2005/0254444 A1 discloses a power-save
method for 802.11 multicast paging applications Another
example is provided in DONG-HYUK CHOI ET AL: "De-
sign and Implementation of Wireless Fieldbus for Net-
worked Control Systems", XP031050868, where devices
are scheduled after the beacon period in consecutive
slots and the remaining of the superframe is defined as
in-active period.

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN INVENTIVE ASPECTS

[0011] One aspect of the invention provides a method
of efficient scheduling for one or more portable devices
communicating with a coordinator over a network, ac-
cording to claim 1 and a corresponding apparatus ac-
cording to claim 3.
[0012] Further aspects of the present invention are set
out in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a wireless
network that implements uncompressed HD video
transmission between wireless devices according to
one embodiment of the system and method;
Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of an exem-
plary communication system for transmission of un-
compressed HD video over a wireless medium, ac-
cording to one embodiment of the system and meth-
od;
Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating ad hoc operation of
portable devices;
Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating a superframe ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating another superframe
according to another embodiment of the invention;
Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating a wireless
network; and
Figure 7 is a flowchart showing a method of efficient
scheduling for portable devices communicating with
a coordinator over networks.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN INVENTIVE 
EMBODIMENTS

[0014] The following detailed description of certain em-
bodiments presents various descriptions of specific em-
bodiments of the invention. However, the invention can
be embodied in a multitude of different ways as defined
and covered by the claims. In this description, reference
is made to the drawings wherein like parts are designated
with like numerals throughout.
[0015] The terminology used in the description pre-
sented herein is not intended to be interpreted in any
limited or restrictive manner, simply because it is being
utilized in conjunction with a detailed description of cer-
tain specific embodiments of the invention. Furthermore,
embodiments of the invention may include several novel
features, no single one of which is solely responsible for
its desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing
the inventions herein described.

Overview of Communication System

[0016] Certain embodiments provide a method and
system for transmission of uncompressed HD video in-
formation from a transmitter to a receiver over wireless
channels.
[0017] A wireless video area network (WVAN) consists
of one coordinator and one or more stations as shown in
Figure 1. The Coordinator is normally, but not always, a
device that is a sink for audio or video data, e.g., a display,
but also potentially a media storage device like a personal
video recorder (PVR). A station, on the other hand, is a
device that has media that it can either source or sink,
potentially at the same time with the time division duplex
(TDD) scheme.
[0018] The computing and networking industry uses
the Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model
(OSI model) for communications and computer network
protocol design. The OSI model is a hierarchical structure
of seven layers that defines the requirements for com-
munications between two devices. The seven layers in-
clude application layer, presentation layer, session layer,
transport layer, network layer, data link layer, physical
layer.
[0019] Of particular relevance here are the data link
and physical layers. The data link layer provides the func-
tional and procedural means to transfer data between
network entities and to detect and possibly correct errors
that may occur in the physical layer. The data link layer
is divided into two sublayers: the Media Access Control
(MAC) layer and the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer.
The MAC sublayer controls how a computer on the net-
work gains access to the data and permission to transmit
it. The LLC layer controls frame synchronization, flow
control and error checking. The physical (PHY) layer de-
fines all the electrical and physical specifications for de-
vices.
[0020] The high-rate PHY (HRP) is a PHY that sup-

ports multi-Gb/s throughput at distance of 10 m through
adaptive antenna technology. Because of this, the HRP
is highly directional and can only be used for unicast con-
nections as shown in Figure 1. The HRP is optimized for
the delivery of uncompressed high-definition video, and
other data can be communicated using the HRP. To sup-
port multiple video resolutions, the HRP has more than
one data rate defined. The HRP carries isochronous data
such as audio and video, asynchronous data, MAC com-
mands, antenna steering information, and higher layer
control data for A/V devices.
[0021] The low-rate PHY (LRP) is a multi-Mb/s bidirec-
tional link that also provides a range of 10 m. Multiple
data rates are defined for the LRP, with the lower data
rates having near omni-directional coverage while the
highest data rates are directional as shown in Figure 1.
Because the LRP has near omni-directional modes, it
can be used for both unicast and broadcast connections.
Furthermore, because all stations support the LRP, it can
be used for station-to-station links. The LRP supports
multiple data rates, including directional modes, and is
used to carry low-rate isochronous data such as audio,
low-rate asynchronous data, MAC commands including
the beacon frame, acknowledgements for HRP packets,
antenna steering information, capabilities information,
and higher layer control data for A/V devices.
[0022] The HRP and LRP operate in overlapping fre-
quency bands and so they are coordinated in a TDMA
(time division multiple access) manner by the MAC. The
WVAN supports at least one uncompressed 1080p video
stream with associated audio at a time. Multiple lower
rate uncompressed video streams, e.g., two 1080i video
streams, are also supported.
[0023] The WVAN supports two types of devices, co-
ordinator and station. The coordinator controls the timing
in the WVAN, keeps track of the members of the WVAN,
transmits or receives data using the LRP or using the
HRP. The station transmits and receives data using the
LRP, initiates stream connections, and transmits or re-
ceives data using the HRP. The station may be capable
of acting as a coordinator in the WVAN. Such a station
is referred to as being coordinator capable.
[0024] In addition to the two MAC personalities of co-
ordinator and station, each device in the WVAN will have
one of four different PHY capabilities; HR0, HRRX,
HRTX, and HRTR. HR0 is a device that is not able to
either receive or transmit using the HRP. HRRX is a de-
vice that is able to receive in the HRP, but is not able to
transmit using the HRP. HRTX is a device that is able to
transmit in the HRP, but is not able to receive using the
HRP. HRTR is a device that is able to both transmit and
receive using the HRP.
[0025] All compliant devices are able to transmit and
receive using the LRP. Both the HRP and LRP may pro-
vide multiple data rates.
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Detailed Operation of the Communication Systems

[0026] Some embodiments in a wireless high definition
(HD) audio/video (A/V) system will now be described.
[0027] Figure 1 shows a functional block diagram of a
wireless network 100 that implements uncompressed HD
video transmission between A/V devices such as an A/V
device coordinator and A/V stations, according to certain
embodiments. In other embodiments, one or more of the
devices can be a computer, such as a personal computer
(PC). The network 100 includes a device coordinator 112
and multiple A/V stations 114 (e.g., Device 1, ..., Device
N).
[0028] The A/V stations 114 utilize a low-rate (LR) wire-
less channel 116 (dashed lines in Figure 1), and may use
a high-rate (HR) channel 118 (heavy solid lines in Figure
1), for communication between any of the devices. The
device coordinator 112 uses a low-rate channel 116 and
a high-rate wireless channel 118, for communication with
the stations 114. Each station 114 uses the low-rate
channel 116 for communications with other stations 114.
The high-rate channel 118 supports single direction uni-
cast transmission over directional beams established by
beamforming, with e.g., multi-Gb/s bandwidth, to support
uncompressed HD video transmission. For example, a
set-top box can transmit uncompressed video to a HD
television (HDTV) over the high-rate channel 118. The
low-rate channel 116 can support bi-directional transmis-
sion, e.g., with up to 40 Mbps throughput in certain em-
bodiments. The low-rate channel 116 is mainly used to
transmit control frames such as acknowledgement (ACK)
frames. For example, the low-rate channel 116 can trans-
mit an acknowledgement from the HDTV to the set-top
box. It is also possible that some low-rate data like audio
and compressed video can be transmitted on the low-
rate channel between two devices directly. Time division
duplexing (TDD) is applied to the high-rate and low-rate
channel. At any one time, the low-rate and high-rate
channels cannot be used in parallel for transmission, in
certain embodiments. Beamforming technology can be
used in both low-rate and high-rate channels. The low-
rate channels can also support omni-directional trans-
missions.
[0029] In one example, the device coordinator 112 is
a receiver of video information (hereinafter "receiver
112"), and the station 114 is a transmitter of the video
information (hereinafter "transmitter 114"). For example,
the receiver 112 can be a sink of video and/or audio data
implemented, such as, in an HDTV set in a home wireless
network environment which is a type of WLAN. The trans-
mitter 114 can be a source of uncompressed video or
audio. Examples of the transmitter 114 include a set-top
box, a DVD player or recorder, digital camera, camcord-
er, and so forth.
[0030] Figure 2 illustrates a functional block diagram
of an example communication system 200. The system
200 includes a wireless transmitter 202 and wireless re-
ceiver 204. The transmitter 202 includes a physical (PHY)

layer 206, a media access control (MAC) layer 208 and
an application layer 210. Similarly, the receiver 204 in-
cludes a PHY layer 214, a MAC layer 216, and an appli-
cation layer 218. The PHY layers provide wireless com-
munication between the transmitter 202 and the receiver
204 via one or more antennas through a wireless medium
201.
[0031] The application layer 210 of the transmitter 202
includes an A/V pre-processing module 211 and an audio
video control (AV/C) module 212. The A/V pre-process-
ing module 211 can perform pre-processing of the au-
dio/video such as partitioning of uncompressed video.
The AV/C module 212 provides a standard way to ex-
change A/V capability information. Before a connection
begins, the AV/C module negotiates the A/V formats to
be used, and when the need for the connection ended,
AV/C commands are used to stop the connection.
[0032] In the transmitter 202, the PHY layer 206 in-
cludes a low-rate (LR) channel 203 and a high rate (HR)
channel 205 that are used to communicate with the MAC
layer 208 and with a radio frequency (RF) module 207.
In certain embodiments, the MAC layer 208 can include
a packetization module (not shown). The PHY/MAC lay-
ers of the transmitter 202 add PHY and MAC headers to
packets and transmit the packets to the receiver 204 over
the wireless channel 201.
[0033] In the wireless receiver 204, the PHY/MAC lay-
ers 214, 216, process the received packets. The PHY
layer 214 includes a RF module 213 connected to the
one or more antennas. A LR channel 215 and a HR chan-
nel 217 are used to communicate with the MAC layer 216
and with the RF module 213. The application layer 218
of the receiver 204 includes an A/V post-processing mod-
ule 219 and an AV/C module 220. The module 219 can
perform an inverse of the processing method of the mod-
ule 211 to regenerate the uncompressed video, for ex-
ample. The AV/C module 220 operates in a complemen-
tary way with the AV/C module 212 of the transmitter 202.
[0034] Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating ad hoc opera-
tion of portable devices, which shows operations that
might take place in a wireless network. The wireless net-
work comprises a piconet, which is a wireless ad hoc
data communication system that allows a plurality of data
devices to communicate with each other. As shown in
Figure 3, the wireless network comprises a coordinator
90 and a plurality of portable devices 92. One of the de-
vices 92 may assume the role of the coordinator 90. The
portable devices 92 may include a mobile phone, an MP3
player, a personal multimedia player (PMP), a camcord-
er, and a personal digital assistant (PDA).
[0035] In order to enable long operation time for a bat-
tery powered portable device, it is important to enable
the battery powered portable device to turn off completely
or reduce power for long periods of time relative to a
superframe duration.
[0036] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating a superframe
according to an embodiment of the invention, and Figure
5 is a diagram illustrating another superframe according
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to another embodiment of the invention. Figure 6 shows
a wireless network. The wireless network may further
comprise a plurality of AC-powered devices.
[0037] A superframe 10 is a basic time division of the
wireless network, which comprises a beacon 12, a chan-
nel time allocation period or a contiguous time block 14,
and a contention access period or a random access time
block 16 as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
[0038] The coordinator 90 transmits the beacons 12
and assigns the contiguous time blocks 14 and the ran-
dom access time block 16. The portable device 92 re-
sponds to and communicates with the coordinator 90.
More specifically, the portable devices 92 wakes up to
listen for the wake beacon 12 scheduled by the coordi-
nator 90. When there are more than one portable device
92, the coordinator 90 assigns the contiguous time blocks
14 for the portable devices 92.
[0039] Since multiple sleep and wake transitions con-
sume power, the coordinator 90 allocates the contiguous
time blocks 14 for the portable devices 92 as shown in
Figures 4 and 5.
[0040] Referring again to Figure 4, the portable device
92 has two types of period including a wake period 20
and a sleep period 22. The wake period 20 of the portable
device 92 substantially overlaps with the durations of the
beacon 12, the random access time block 16, and the
contiguous time block 14. Therefore, during the wake
period 20, the portable device 92 can listen to the beacon
and use the assigned contiguous time block 14 or the
random access time block 16 for communicating with the
coordinator 90 and the other portable devices 92.
[0041] Referring to Figure 7, a method of efficient
scheduling for portable devices communicating with a
coordinator over networks comprises: listening for a se-
ries of scheduled beacons broadcasted by a coordinator
(S1010); assigning, by the coordinator, a single contig-
uous time block (CTB) for a plurality of portable devices
during a superframe defined by first and second consec-
utive beacons (S1020); scheduling a single wake period
of one of the plurality of portable devices, which overlaps
inclusively with one of the first and second consecutive
beacons and the single CTB (S1030); and minimizing
duration of the single wake period of the one of the plu-
rality of portable devices (S1040). In certain embodi-
ments, minimizing the duration of the single wake period
is achieved by setting the duration of the single wake
period to be substantially same as sum of durations of
the beacon and the single CTP since multiple sleep and
wake transitions and a long wake period cause to con-
sume more power in mobile devices.
[0042] In addition, the method shown in Figure 7 can
be applied for an efficient scheduling for a single portable
device communicating with a coordinator over networks.
The method comprises: listening for a series of sched-
uled beacons broadcasted by a coordinator; assigning,
by the coordinator, a single contiguous time block (CTB)
for a portable device during a superframe defined by first
and second consecutive beacons; scheduling a single

wake period of the portable device, which overlaps inclu-
sively with one of the first and second consecutive bea-
cons and the single CTB; and minimizing duration of the
single wake period of the portable device.
[0043] There may be many ways to schedule the wake
period 20 of the portable device 92 for power saving. As
shown in Figures 4 and 5, the contiguous time block 14
may come before or after the beacon 12. No matter where
the contiguous time block 14 occurs, the durations for
the beacon 12, the random access time block 16, and
the contiguous time block 14 are provided consecutively
so as to correspond to a single block of the contiguous
time block 12.
[0044] The battery powered portable devices 92 can
have long operation time by scheduling the wake period
20 and the sleep period 22 to minimize the sleep and
wake transitions.

Conclusion

[0045] While the above detailed description has
shown, described, and pointed out the fundamental novel
features of the invention as applied to various embodi-
ments, it will be understood that various omissions and
substitutions and changes in the form and details of the
system illustrated may be made by those skilled in the
art, without departing from the intent of the invention.

Claims

1. A method performed by a coordinator (90) of efficient
scheduling for at least one device communicating
over a network, the method comprising:

assigning a first contiguous time block (CTB)
(14) for the at least one device;
broadcasting a first beacon (12) to the at least
one device;
scheduling a wake period which overlaps a first
CTB, a first beacon and a random access time
block (RATB), wherein the RATB is allocated in
a superframe beginning with the first beacon
(12) and the first CTB is assigned immediately
before the first beacon;
assigning a second CTB for the at least one de-
vice after a sleep period during which the at least
one device is turned off; and
broadcasting a second beacon immediately af-
ter the second CTB to the at least one device.

2. The method of Claim 1, further comprising
setting the duration of the wake period to be same
as sum of durations of the first beacon (12), the CTB
(14) and a single RATB.

3. A coordinator (20) for efficient scheduling for at least
one device communicating over a network, the co-
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ordinator comprising:

a first means for broadcasting a first beacon (12)
and second beacon to the at least one device;
and
a second means for assigning a first contiguous
time block (CTB) (14) for the at least one device,
scheduling a wake period which overlaps a first
CTB, a first beacon and a random access time
block (RATB) and assigning a second continu-
ous time block (CTB) (14) for the at least one
device after a sleep period during which the at
least one device is turned off,
wherein the RATB is allocated in a superframe
beginning with the first beacon (12) and the first
CTB is assigned immediately before the first
beacon and the second CTB is assigned imme-
diately before the second beacon.

4. The coordinator of Claim 3, wherein the second
means
sets the duration of the wake period to be same as
a sum of durations of the first beacon (12), the CTB
(14) and a single RATB.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, das durch einen Koordinator (90) durch-
geführt wird, des effizienten Scheduling für mindes-
tens eine über ein Netz kommunizierende Einrich-
tung, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Zuweisen eines ersten zusammenhängenden
Zeitblocks (CTB) (14) für die mindestens eine
Einrichtung;
Rundsenden eines ersten Beacons (12) zu der
mindestens einen Einrichtung;
Scheduling einer Wachperiode, die einen ersten
CTB, einen ersten Beacon und einen Direktzu-
griffszeitblock (RATB) überlappt, wobei der
RATB in einem Superrahmen, der mit dem ers-
ten Beacon (12) anfängt, zugewiesen wird und
der erste CTB unmittelbar vor dem ersten Bea-
con zugewiesen wird;
Zuweisen eines zweiten CTB für die mindestens
eine Einrichtung nach einer Schlafperiode, wäh-
rend der die mindestens eine Einrichtung aus-
geschaltet ist; und
Rundsenden eines zweiten Beacons unmittel-
bar nach dem zweiten CTB zu der mindestens
einen Einrichtung.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

Einstellen des Zeitraums der Wachperiode, so
dass dieser gleich einer Summe von Zeiträumen
des ersten Beacons (12), des CTB (14) und ei-

nes einzelnen RATB ist.

3. Koordinator (20) zum effizienten Scheduling für min-
destens eine über ein Netz kommunizierende Ein-
richtung, wobei der Koordinator Folgendes umfasst:

ein erstes Mittel zum Rundsenden eines ersten
Beacons (12) und eines zweiten Beacons zu der
mindestens einen Einrichtung; und
ein zweites Mittel zum Zuweisen eines ersten
zusammenhängenden Zeitblocks (CTB) (14) für
die mindestens eine Einrichtung, zum Schedu-
ling einer Wachperiode, die einen ersten CTB,
einen ersten Beacon und einen Direktzugriffs-
zeitblock (RATB) überlappt, und zum Zuweisen
eines zweiten zusammenhängenden Zeitblocks
(CTB) (14) für die mindestens eine Einrichtung
nach einer Schlafperiode, während der die min-
destens eine Einrichtung ausgeschaltet ist,
wobei der RATB in einem Superrahmen, der mit
dem ersten Beacon (12) anfängt, zugewiesen
wird und der erste CTB unmittelbar vor dem ers-
ten Beacon zugewiesen wird und der zweite
CTB unmittelbar vor dem zweiten Beacon zu-
gewiesen wird.

4. Koordinator nach Anspruch 3, wobei das zweite Mit-
tel den Zeitraum der Wachperiode einstellt, so dass
dieser gleich einer Summe von Zeiträumen des ers-
ten Beacons (12), des CTB (14) und eines einzelnen
RATB ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé effectué par un coordinateur (90) pour la
programmation efficace pour au moins un dispositif
communiquant sur un réseau, lequel procédé con-
siste à :

attribuer un premier bloc temporel contigu (CTB)
(14) pour l’au moins un dispositif ;
diffuser une première balise (12) vers l’au moins
un dispositif ;
programmer une période d’éveil qui chevauche
un premier CTB, une première balise et un bloc
de temps d’accès aléatoire (RATB), lequel
RATB est attribué dans une supertrame com-
mençant par la première balise (12) tandis que
le premier CTB est attribué immédiatement
avant la première balise ;
attribuer un second CTB pour l’au moins un dis-
positif après une période de sommeil pendant
laquelle l’au moins un dispositif est arrêté ; et
diffuser une seconde balise immédiatement
après le second CTB vers l’au moins un dispo-
sitif.
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2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, consistant en outre
à définir la durée de la période d’éveil pour qu’elle
soit identique à la somme des durées de la première
balise (12), du CTB (14) et d’un seul RATB.

3. Coordinateur (20) pour la programmation efficace
pour au moins un dispositif communiquant sur un
réseau, lequel coordinateur comprend :

un premier moyen pour diffuser une première
balise (12) et une seconde balise vers l’au moins
un dispositif ; et
un second moyen pour attribuer un premier bloc
temporel contigu (CTB) (14) pour l’au moins un
dispositif, programmer une période d’éveil qui
chevauche un premier CTB, une première bali-
se et un bloc de temps d’accès aléatoire (RATB),
et attribuer un second bloc temporel contigu
(CTB) (14) pour l’au moins un dispositif après
une période de sommeil pendant laquelle l’au
moins un dispositif est arrêté ;
dans lequel le RATB est attribué dans une su-
pertrame commençant par la première balise
(12) tandis que le premier CTB est attribué im-
médiatement avant la première balise, et le se-
cond CTB est attribué immédiatement avant la
seconde balise.

4. Coordinateur selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
le second moyen définit la durée de la période d’éveil
pour qu’elle soit identique à la somme des durées
de la première balise (12), du CTB (14) et d’un seul
RATB.
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